ARCTIC F12 PWM
EC Declaration of Conformity

Doc. Ref.: DOC-F12PWM-20150731

We, ARCTIC (HK) Ltd., hereby declare under our sole responsibility that the product described below:

- **Product Name:** ARCTIC F12 PWM
- **Part Number(s):** AFACO-120P2-GBA01

Is in conformity with:

- EC Directive 2011/65/EC: Restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances (RoHS)

And complies with the requirements sets by the Harmonized Standards listed below:

- EN 55022:2010
- EN 55024:2010
- EN 61000-3-3:2008

Hong-Kong, July 31, 2015

Signed for and in behalf of ARCTIC (HK) Ltd.

Vincent ANDRE
Technical Director